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Abstract: Distributed research projects combine the know-how of industry and research partners from different organizations and countries. In IT, joint software development of research prototypes is an integral part of such projects. However, project partners have individual interests in the developments, ranging from creating new projects to finishing a PhD thesis. This leads to a dilemma - components need to work together within the projects, but have an individual purpose apart from the projects. In this work, we investigate the impact of research project characteristics, in particular the aforementioned dilemma, on software architecture in research projects. From expert interviews, we identify unique architectural challenges inherent to research projects. In this position paper, we argue that these challenges must be considered when planning and executing research projects.

1 INTRODUCTION

Every year, the European Union and national governments grant millions of Euros for research and development in IT. All over the world research projects typically are joint ventures, with consortiums of industry and research partners. These consortiums come together in the project, researching, developing software prototypes and evaluating them. Work on the prototype is distributed between partners according to capabilities and interests (Winkler et al., 2013). After the project, the consortium may dissolve and keep their parts of the prototype for further use. This leads to a dilemma: For a successful research project, a well-integrated and functional prototype needs to be developed.

However to keep components usable after the project, they need to be independent and fit for their purpose after the project. Thus, organizational and political considerations become a part of software architecture, leading to challenges in research prototype development.

In this work we will describe these challenges in detail based on literature and interviews. For this research, we conducted expert interviews with 10 researchers and software developers with experience in software engineering from 8 different distributed research projects.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of software engineering and architecture in distributed projects in general and research projects in particular. Section 3 gives a motivational example of a research prototype. Section 4 describes the characteristics of distributed research conflicts including premises, goals and processes. In Section 5, the impact of these characteristics on software architecture and the resulting issues are described. Finally, Section 6 gives a conclusion and an outlook on future work.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we will investigate related work on distributed software development and existing work on software development in research projects.

(Grinter et al., 1999) investigates the impact of geographically distributed software development using expert interviews. Different kinds of project and organization structures are investigated. It is shown that clear assignment of responsibility is a critical success factor. Negative impacts include the lack of informal communication, the making of decisions by central entities without investigating the impact for other stakeholders and higher efforts for integration and error fixing. It is also shown that ambiguity of requirements, responsibilities, etc. is a problem as it cannot be resolved easily between geographically distributed
teams.

(Lawrence, 2006) presents a case study of a distributed research project between 9 US universities. Findings include the conflict between research goal and software development and the conflict between the need for a reliable product versus the need for an innovative proof-of-concept. Research projects lack clear authority structures and a central authority. If project managers are not seen as an authority their decisions may not be followed. The case study stresses the importance of a common goal. While some of these findings are applicable to the topics of this work, a key difference is that no industry partners participated in the project and a common software product was developed.

In (Spencer et al., 2011) an overview of challenges and opportunities for the management of distributed research projects is given. The research shows the importance of team building and a common goal, which may be issues due to the ad-hoc nature of consortiums in the grant process. Also, the lack of a central authority is an issue.

(Howison and Herbsleb, 2013) investigates incentives in scientific software development, showing that while reputation and academic credit may be sufficient motivation for software development; other incentives (e.g. financial) are needed for researchers to integrate prototypes.

Methods for collaborative software engineering in distributed research projects are outlined in (Derntl et al., 2015). Identified challenges include different interests of stakeholders, decision making and stakeholder commitment. Suggested measures aim to lead to a consensus and a convergence of software engineering efforts. In regards to software architecture, an Architecture Board with representatives of all stakeholders is suggested, making binding architecture decisions. While the suggested measures present well-proven practices, it is questionable if they can be enforced in all research projects in spite of different existing practices and limited resources. Informal communication is critical but difficult across sites.

(Winkler et al., 2013) investigates the differences between research prototypes and products. Identified issues include conflicts of interest, unclear and changing requirements and unstable software architecture. As a research prototype typically is limited in regards to stability, robustness, usability and fault tolerance, these qualities need to be added in a quality-oriented second development phase.

(Nguyen-Duc et al., 2015) offers a comprehensive literature review of globally distributed software development, identifying common issues like less frequent communication, large number of communication partners, difficulty in scheduling meetings, the aversion to change processes to align with partners, difficulty in sharing responsibility across different partners and the importance of coordination across company boundaries. However, this literature review did not find work related to research projects in particular.

An older literature review regarding virtual teams, i.e. geographically and/or organizationally distributed team teams, is given in (Powell et al., 2004). Identified issues include the importance of informal communication and knowledge sharing, the possible lack of social relationships between team members, the importance of trust and common goals. Results comparing the performance and satisfaction of traditional and virtual teams are mixed.

The issues and possible solutions identified in related work versus their applicability in research projects are outlined in Table 1. Two things can be shown: most of the issues on distributed development of software are also issues in research projects, but not all. Many typical countermeasures are difficult to enforce in research projects due to the distributed organization and budget constraints. In the following we will outline the unique premises and challenges in research projects.

### 3 MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE

A motivational example derived from previous research projects is shown in figure 1. It shows an application scenario from the internet of things, where certain physical items, so-called tools, can be booked, dynamically scheduled, and secured for access management. Software vendor 1 (SV1) has an existing product for the management of these tools. Within the project scope, this is used as a basis for extension with online booking components. A University (UNI) is performing research on dynamic allocation of things in the internet of things, which has to integrate with the booking subsystem. Another software vendor (SV2) is specialized in security and focuses on related tasks. Using RFID technology, SV2 develops software and some minor hardware extensions for access management for the tools. Worker data for end users (USER) already exists in a payroll system, which has to be integrated into the developed software. Additionally workers have to be notified when changes in the booking of their tools arise, but it is unclear who will implement this component.
Table 1: Issues and possible solutions versus their applicability in research software development projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical problem</th>
<th>Typical solutions</th>
<th>Comments on applicability in research projects</th>
<th>Applicability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distributed software development</td>
<td>Clear assignment of responsibility</td>
<td>No central authority</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of informal communication</td>
<td>Common toolset</td>
<td>Decision on toolset based on different cultures and budget constraints</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of informal communication</td>
<td>Geographic proximity</td>
<td>Importance of project meetings for doing actual software development</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of informal communication</td>
<td>Teambuilding measures</td>
<td>Takes long time with many partners (depending on size)</td>
<td>Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of informal communication</td>
<td>Process (agile development methods)</td>
<td>Decide on one development process (depending on experience)</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions by central entities without investigatig the impact</td>
<td>Better decisions</td>
<td>No central entity</td>
<td>Not a problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguity of requirements</td>
<td>Good specification</td>
<td>Difficult in research context due to nature of research</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of common goal and different interests</td>
<td>Ensure common goal in project definition</td>
<td>Evaluation of projects drafts does not focus on this point</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of incentives for prototype integration</td>
<td>Financial, academic, etc.</td>
<td>Should be applied to show impact on results</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder commitment</td>
<td>Architecture board to force consensus</td>
<td>Architecture as a compromise, does not ensure best possibility</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 CHARACTERISTICS OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT IN RESEARCH PROJECTS

Compared to software product development, i.e. the development of a software product for internal or external users, software research prototype development operates on different premises, processes and goals. Each of these aspects will be analyzed in the following subsections.

4.1 Premises

Whereas in software product development software is developed for one or multiple customers from which requirements stem, in a research project no clear responsibility for requirements is defined. While research grants are given on the basis of a grant proposal, thesis proposals are not as detailed as a requirements specification, not least because research by its very nature is not as predictable as product development. Therefore, other sources of requirements are used. Requirements can be gathered from pilot users,
surveys, literature research, the research questions to be answered and the intended future use of the prototype, which varies between the different stakeholders. Compared to conventional customers, the funding bodies are no source for requirements, as they are more concerned about the impact of the project rather than personal use of the results.

As there are multiple sources of requirements, there is also no central product owner for the research prototype. Mostly this is resolved by the project manager. However, the project manager will not use the resulting software and is from one of the involved companies, therefore has to balance the needs of his company team, the complete project team, the project goal, company goals, etc. As in research projects each company is mainly responsible for its own results, differences in opinion need to be negotiated between project partners under the lead of the project manager. Typical examples include the responsibility for implementation of shared features and the implementation of additional features not covered by the initial grant proposal or features which are needed in the project software, but not specified within one partner.

As software development teams consist of employees from all project partners, they are geographically and organizationally distributed. Depending on the partner type, the software development experience of the teams may differ. Researchers do not always see themselves as software developers, whereas software companies do. In contrast to product development projects, where it can be largely assumed that nearly all involved developers want to improve in the field of software development and see it as their main responsibility to provide good quality code, this might differ in research projects (see also subsection goals).

Additional premises include the software development process companies used before, tools that should be used, individual skill levels, project premises like milestones defined in the project, etc.
The tools and process developed have to be negotiated - but as each company largely works on its own, usually a two-step development process evolves: (1) development of the interfaces which concern more than one partner (2) development of the features that concern only one partner. For (1), one solution might be a workshop which defines the interfaces and the implementation plan (waterfall model), whereas for (2) one company might use Scrum, and another one no process at all because only one person is involved.

4.2 Goals

While the goal of software product development is software, in a research project the resulting software is one of multiple goals.

For the funding bodies, goals include the quality of research, the scientific impact, the economic potential as well as the positive publicity. Typically, results and progress are documented in reports. These reports may contain descriptions and results of developed software, but the software itself is not delivered.

For the project partners, the importance of software may vary. For industry partners, the software may be the cornerstone of potential future products or may be integrated into existing products. For research partners, software may just be a means to answer the research questions without any planned reuse after the projects. Often, individual researchers’ foremost goal is to complete research papers or a dissertation, de-emphasizing software quality. Thus, the lifecycle of software varies between different project partners. For some, the prototype is a long-term result of the research project while for others the prototype is only a means to achieve results. Therefore, expectations of software quality, especially regarding usability, resilience and tolerable bugs will differ.

The experts noted that the different goals of the project partners and their project team members are one important source of architectural and software development process opinions, negotiations, and decisions.

4.3 Processes

The typical software development process consists of several, more or less similar steps: Strategy, Analysis, Concept, Implementation, Test, Go-Live (Jacobson et al., 1999). In agile development these steps are repeated to iteratively develop a prototype, emphasizing steps like implementation and test while spending less time on specifications, etc. (Beck et al., 2001). However, research project goals include usually some kind of textual documents (so-called deliverables), where effort has to be spent on specifications. Based on these, the development starts, but - as already known in traditional software development models - these documents are produced once typically and not adapted anymore - the software outdates the documents at some point in time.

Development processes in research projects of the interviewees typically followed a loosely coupled iterative process. Software components are developed by partners and then integrated, e.g. at the end of work packages or for important milestones like model trials. While these processes are iterative, they are not completely agile. One factor is the lack of coordination and transparency in planning tasks of a partner, the other reason are the usually longer intervals between iteration compared to methods like SCRUM. Furthermore, documentation cannot be de-emphasized as it is a result for the funding bodies, and testing is often not sufficiently included in project effort and time planning. The reasons for this are manifold: the project goal is politically usually to do research, not spend time on product development. On the other hand, pilot applications are needed to prove project results. Resources are limited - as they always are - but to win a research project usually the innovative features are stressed, not the standard requirements for software in general (reliability, scalability, etc.). Therefore, time for testing is cut. On the other hand, some industry partners offer mature products to be incorporated in the research prototype. While these offer a high degree of maturity and usability, the research project may clash with the established development process of the product, causing for example compatibility and prioritization conflicts between new product and research features.

The lack of a central authority impacts development processes not only due to lack of a process owner, but also in terms of conflict management. Different views on requirements and effort estimates can often not be resolved by researchers, who strive to have a good working relationship, leading to a postponement mindset. The interviewees stress the importance of clearly defined development phases and their associated results. Multiple integration steps should be planned to avoid a so-called big bang integration, where all components are integrated at the same time (they usually aren’t).

Additionally, the importance of a solid conflict resolution process is common between all reviewed projects. A single partner not achieving a development milestone may lead to issues for all other partners. Reasons for this may range from underestimated technical challenges and employee turnover to bankruptcy of a partner. In case of delays or partner
departure a common solution must be agreed upon to continue the project in a useful way.

5 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Conway’s law states that “organizations which design systems are constrained to produce designs which are copies of the communication structures of these organizations” (Conway, 1968). In research projects, communication structures are characterized by geographical and organizational division. This limits the flow of information, not only because of increased effort to communicate (Herbsleb and Grinter, 1999a), but also because development artifacts like source code are not fully shared between all developers.

Thus, software architecture in research projects are bound by the following constraints:

- Software components need to be separated between project partners.
- Interfaces between components (and partners) need to be clearly defined.

In addition, the following constraints may apply to individual partners:

- Existing software components need to be reused
- Compliance to individual standards and best practices needs to be maintained
- Integration with existing software not relevant to the research project
- Software components need to be able to operate without components of project partners

5.1 Software Architecture Issues

When creating a software architecture within the aforementioned constraints, some issues arise and need to be addressed. In this section we describe issues from current and past research projects as well as methods used to address them.

Tool Compatibility

Resulting from existing best practices and standards, different tools may be used for the same task. While data formats, interface definitions, etc. are mostly compatible between modern IDEs, this is not the case for other tools.

One example are modeling tools, e.g. for UML. Common models are often used to arrive at a joint understanding of the research prototype, as well as its interfaces and components. However, if different modeling software tools are used, files may be incompatible, resulting in high effort to maintain common models or, if that effort is not undertaken, in outdated or fragmented models.

Selection of Standards

For purposes of interoperability, standards should be used within a research prototype. In distributed systems, important standards are communication protocols (e.g. SOAP or REST) and data formats (e.g. XML or JSON). Ideally, a common standard should be agreed upon between all project partners based on industry best practices, requirements and know-how. However, if the project partners have different best practices or want to use existing software for which design decisions are already made, finding common ground is hard, as each choice would mean considerable integration effort for at least one partner.

While it is possible to use adapters and enterprise application integration solutions (e.g. an enterprise service bus), these add additional expenditures for development and operation. If no partner is willing to provide a central solution, for example because no budget was allocated for this task, the only viable result is a point-to-point integration of software components, resulting in additional efforts for each partner and a suboptimal system architecture.

Data Management

Part of software architecture design is master data management, i.e. specifying how data is stored and which component is the principal system governing the data. Considering that partners may want their components to run standalone after the research project, this question has political implications. Software components relying on data storage from another partner cannot run without that partners’ software. If each partner wants to maintain data sovereignty, the result may be fragmentation of master data. E.g. in the motivational example, bookings remain in the database of SV1, while the schedule containing the bookings remains in the database of UNI. Such fragmentation means redundancy in data, as different aspects of the same entity (e.g. a booking) are stored across multiple databases. This has far-ranging effects on the software, including consistency and traceability.

Transactions

Business activities should be transactional. However, as distributed research prototypes are loosely coupled and data is often distributed between different systems, transaction safety may not be guaranteed. This may lead to inconsistent data if the handoff between different partners’ components fails. E.g. in the motivational example, a booking may be created in the Booking Frontend of SV1, but due to an error not scheduled by the Scheduling component of UNI. Therefore, a booking exists without being scheduled.
Without correct error handling this inconsistency may lead to incorrect behavior, e.g. the worker unexpectedly not getting a tool.

Considering that research prototypes are tested less than comparable software products, errors during operations are to be expected, which may lead to considerable efforts tracing and fixing data consistency errors.

**Traceability**

For locating and fixing errors, it is important to be able to trace the execution of software. In distributed systems, this presents unique challenges, as executing systems are heterogeneous, run in parallel and do not have a global state (Beschastnikh et al., 2016). In research projects, an additional hurdle is the organizational aspect. For each partner, the other partners’ software is essentially a black box and cooperation is needed to trace bugs across components.

If existing systems are used, another hindrance may be the lack of global IDs for data items. For example, the IDs of a booking may differ between the databases of SV1, SV2 and SV3. In this case, even identifying the same data item requires additional effort. To improve traceability, global IDs should be used for the same data item.

Similarly, the state of a data item is not easily ascertainable in distributed systems. In the motivational example, to determine the state of a booking, the state data of the booking itself, its position in the schedule and the state of the booked tool need to be known, necessitating data from three project partners. If resources are limited, adequate administration front-ends to view this data online may not exist.

**Integration**

Research projects operate under a tight schedule. Software must not only be created during the project timeline, but must also be used and evaluated to achieve actual research results. Thus, an early integration of components is critical to ensure components work together and are sufficient for pilot use. However, integration in distributed projects is also associated with high costs, as developers are in different locations and have different development and code styles (Herbsleb and Grinner, 1999b). Consequently, effort for integration is often underestimated. Combined with different levels of commitment by partners this may lead to only partially integrated systems, which do not support all features and have insufficient error handling.

**Resilience**

As components tend to be developed individually first, resilience is first handled on a component level. Error handling and recovery in the combined solution requires a high degree of coordination between components, e.g. for replaying process steps, rolling back updates, etc. As this coordination does not benefit project partners beyond the project scope and can only be implemented after the already time-constrained implementation of individual components, resilience of research prototypes tends to be low.

In the motivational example, for a tool booking to be successful, all four software components of the process must work in sequence. If an error occurs at any component, the whole process fails. As the state is distributed, recovery from such an error is not possible without cooperation between all project partners.

Some interviewees noted they added software components to compensate for issues the partners were unable or unwilling to fix, for example a caching system due to unexpected downtime and a plausibility check for calculation formula due to unhandled bugs.

**Unclear Responsibilities**

As described, each partner has individual goals and responsibilities in a research project. This in turn dictates the software components, a partner is responsible for. Due to time pressures during the proposal phase and the open-ended nature of research, often additional necessary components are identified during a project. If no effort was planned for such a component and it matches no partners’ individual interest, there is no way to determine a responsible partner for the additional workload. In the motivational example, the need for a worker notification component was identified during the project, but it is unclear by which partner it will be implemented. Similarly, if responsibilities like error handling and input validation are not precisely defined for existing components, partners may omit such features in their components, leading to additional efforts by partners re-implementing this functionality in the requesting component.

While some of the challenges outlined above are inherent to the nature of distributed projects, others can be mitigated or avoided using organizational, technical and architectural solutions. Though all interviewees experienced some of the challenges, all were confident that software development in distributed projects can be successfully managed, provided the premises are taken into account. In particular, more experienced interviewees with more than one research project explained lessons they learned and applied in further research projects.

### 6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work we described the dilemma of software architecture in distributed research projects - compo-
Components must work together in the context of the project but are built to function apart for later use. We described the characteristics of software development in distributed research projects and used them to show constraints and resulting challenges for software architecture. Software architecture is a critical success factor in software development. Researchers and developers should be aware of the unique architectural challenges in research projects as well as their and their partners’ individual interests.

Based on the results of this position paper, we plan to investigate new and existing technical solutions and architectural patterns in regards to the presented challenges. In particular, integration methods in enterprise like Continuous Integration, Service-Oriented Architecture, REST, Enterprise Service Bus, and Microservices should be investigated in regards to their applicability for research prototypes.

While the high individuality of research projects makes a one-size-fits-all solution unlikely, a set of architectural patterns and best practices would contribute to ease development of research prototypes while still fulfilling individual requirements.
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